
Life Place Essay: Where I Live, & What I Live For 
 

DUE: Friday, April 22 
 
“Somewhere in the swirl of life, each of us ponders three essential questions: „Who am I?‟ „Where am I?‟ & „What am I 
supposed to do?‟ We often consider the first question in isolation, as if it were the true key to our existence – as if the matter of 
who we are could be resolved independently of the two remaining questions. But all three of these questions must be answered in 
[concert], as together they articulate the totality of the human condition…. Questions of our existence & action are separable 
neither from each other nor from place – but it is place that we have most often ignored.” (Thayer 1) 

For your final inquiry project, you will be considering how the environment you call ―home‖ has shaped 
you—your personality, your goals, & your dreams—in some significant way. You’ll be exploring this 
question in two forms: in your primary text, a paper written in the personal essay genre, & in your digital 
narrative, a multimedia photo essay based off of your primary text. As you compose your texts, you’ll delve 
deeper into how your past & present experiences in your Life Place inform your identity; explore how to tell 
a story using narration, description, & reflection; and learn to analyze & compose visual texts with 
understanding of several key techniques of visual rhetoric, such as juxtaposition, arrangement, framing, 
point of view, metonymy, and symbolism. 

To compose your digital narratives, you’ll use UM equipment to record yourself reading your personal essay, 
& then you’ll select relevant photos & audio, such as sound effects or music, to accompany your narration. 
See the ―equipment, software, & copyright‖ section below for more on composing these narratives. 

Genre Issues: written text, the Personal Essay 

  ―There must be a purpose behind telling the story that speaks in some way to someone else.‖ In 
other words, a personal essay is not just for the sake of the writer – it’s intended to be a window on 
the world for readers 

 Essay is creative & engaging; you use language in a powerful, purposeful way by employing 
rhetorical grammar, avoiding clichés, & making your descriptions & narrated scenes lush & detailed 

 You use analysis & reflection as critical methods to go beyond simply telling a story 
 Your essay clearly identifies how your Life Place has shaped your identity 
 Your experiences & bioregional research serve as evidence  
 The final draft should be 1,000 words 

Genre Issues: digital narrative, the Photo Essay 

 Selected images, video, & music work with the recorded text in interesting, dynamic ways to convey 
meaning rather than being ―parachuted‖ into the essay  

 You employ key techniques of visual rhetoric to establish sophisticated, resonant, & purposeful 
connections between your written & visual texts 

 Your visual text echoes the meaning & purpose of the written one, connecting your Life Place to 
your sense of self 

 You adapt an appropriate composing process for the assignment by creating a storyboard & 
maintaining a Work Log  

 You comply to all copyright laws by providing attribution for all images, audio, & video, obeying 
Creative Commons licenses, & obtaining permission when necessary 

 The final project should be 5-7 minutes long 



Equipment, Software, & Copyright Compliance 

To record your digital narratives, you’ll use equipment checked out from UM’s IT Central—either a USB 
recorder or a computer microphone. After recording your personal essay, you’ll use Audacity, a free audio-
editing software, to create the best version of your recorded essay. You also may wish to use a digital camera 
(your own or borrowed otherwise) to capture your own pictures or video for the essay; you can also use 
images/film clips found online or supplied by family or friends. After recording your narration, selecting 
photos, images, film clips, & other audio—such as music tracks—you’ll use video-editing software 
(Windows Movie Maker or iMovie, depending on your home computer) to create your final photo essay, 
combining your recorded Life Place essay with images, audio, & typed text. There will be in-class 
demonstrations of how to use these video-editing programs, & you’ll have a work day (no class) to ensure 
that you have time to compose your digital narratives. If you need to use computers on campus for this 
project, you can use the walk-in machines at Mansfield library or you can work in the Technology Training 
Center, Education building room 112; you’ll just need to check the schedule to ensure that the lab is open. 

To submit your digital narratives, you will be using a password-protected video sharing website, Vimeo. You 
will all create free Vimeo accounts, & I’ll add you as moderators to our class channel. This will allow you to 
upload your final projects for workshopping in class & for final submission. Our Vimeo channel is only 
accessible to moderators, so no one but your fellow students will be able to view your final project.  

In order to remain legally & morally upstanding, you’ll all have to adhere to copyright laws when producing 
your photo essays. Most educational projects that are not widely distributed & are only used or viewed in-
class are protected under Fair Use. Since we are password-protecting our projects on Vimeo, you most likely 
will not have to obtain permission from copyright holders. However, in some cases you may need to contact 
photographers or musicians & seek permission to use their work in your project. We’ll discuss how to 
initiate this process in class. You also might use the online Creative Commons (CC) database to find images, 
audio, or video for your project, as long as you adhere to the guidelines & specifications of the CC license. 
Again, we’ll go over the implications of CC licenses & content usage in class. Regardless of whether you 
have to contact copyright holders or not, you will all have to provide attribution if you use outside images or 
audio; this attribution will come in the form of a ―Credits‖ section at the end of your photo essay. 

 
Evaluation 

 
You will receive comments rather than a grade on selected drafting artifacts & your final draft. In your final 
submission, you’ll turn in a copy of your written essay on Google documents, and you’ll upload your final 
photo essay to Vimeo. You’ll also turn in the following materials on Google documents: one piece of 
invention for the written essay, one piece of invention for the digital narrative, one piece of drafting for the 
written essay, and your completed Work Log. I will read & view your final projects to determine your 
success with: 

 Engaging the genre of the personal essay, including 
o Focusing on a purpose that engages readers in your study of how your Life Place matters to 

who you are & what you do 
o Using personal experience & research on bioregion as evidence 
o Using narration & reflection as methods of development 
o Effectively employing rhetorical grammar in your text in recognition of how language & 

construction affect meaning 

http://life.umt.edu/bookings/CustomBrowseEvents.aspx?data=PvnsPw3Z59I/FtE9Vauqh26GkBCLTuEUlS1UBePzoEHpQtIO/1cTw2%2bHZBv3/HS59HHM9P08fZo%3d


 Engaging the genre of the photo essay, including 
o Using images & audio in purposeful, dynamic ways that help convey the meaning of the 

written text and the relationship between text and image 
o Effectively employing key techniques of visual rhetoric 
o Properly adhering to all copyright guidelines & providing complete attribution for images, 

audio, or video captured by others 
 Demonstrating an overall understanding of life place 
 Practicing conventions for documenting source use within the text & in a works cited page as 

necessary 
 Practicing conventions of grammar, punctuation, spelling as appropriate for the personal essay genre 
 Practicing an effective composing process, both written and visual, by completing all drafting & 

invention work 

I will use two distinct rubrics to grade your written & visual texts, and then I’ll evaluate your project as a 
whole, considering both the personal & photo essays when assigning your score. The check system will help 
guide my evaluation: 

 Check ( ) A project with a check generally meets its rhetorical goals in terms of purpose, genre, & 
writing situation without need for extensive revision. Written comments will elaborate on strengths, 
weaknesses, & strategies for focused revision. 

 Check minus ( -) A project with a check minus meets the basic requirements, but would benefit 
from significant revision & a stronger understanding of rhetorical decision-making. Written 
comments will elaborate on strengths, weaknesses, & strategies for substantial revision. 

 Unsatisfactory (U) A project with a U does not meet basic standards, & requires extensive 
development & attention. An unsatisfactory submission may be incomplete or inappropriate to the 
assignment. Such a submission may receive a request to rewrite in order to receive teacher 
comments or count as complete.  


